Host Brenda says:
When we last left out fearless crew from the USS Gryphon, they were trying to stop the Asteroid Kitty Ship from smacking dab into a planet  
Host Brenda says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Gryphon Mission 10003.12>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Civ_Ian says:
@::approaching the felinoids on the asteroid ship::

XO_Loren says:
::on bridge::

CEO_Taylor says:
::at the helm::

CSO_Vortak says:
::on bridge, monitoring away team::

U`lona says:
@::looks at the uglies and starts licking her paw...::

TO_KTral says:
::on bridge::

CMO_OMallory says:
::at science station on Bridge::

EO_MacLeod says:
::back to ME::

CNS_Cook says:
@::CNS Cook and SO Roddenberry stand on the alien ship side by side trying to figure out their next move::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::on the asteroid ship::

Host U`tyme says:
@::Saunders over to Ian, wraps tail around him and purrs up at Tesla::

Host Brenda says:
Action: Warning siren gets louder as the ship moves closer to the planet

U`lona says:
@AT: Welcome... ::rubs paw against her left eye and then resumes licking it::

Civ_Ian says:
@::Tesla purrs back and Ian bows slightly in greeting::

CMO_OMallory says:
::works on as much data as possible of race::

TO_KTral says:
CSO: What if we used scrubbers to get rid of the carbon monoxide in the air on their ship?


U`lona says:
@Tesla: We need yourrrr help ::hears the sirens::

EO_MacLeod says:
::feeling good, walks to CEO::

Civ_Ian says:
@U’lona: Greetings... we are here as you have requested.

Host U`tyme says:
@::She grins, showing all her teeth::

CSO_Vortak says:
TO: Scrubbers?  Please elaborate.

CMO_OMallory says:
CSO: Anything new to give me on these people?

Civ_Ian says:
@U’lona: I will speak for my companion, as he cannot talk.

Host Brenda says:
Action: Sirens wail LOUD

U`lona says:
@::nods at Ian and gracefully moves to a console... and taps what she hopes is the right button to stop the siren::

EO_MacLeod says:
::no sign of CEO, hits comm badge:: *CEO* Sir, I'm back to ME.

CSO_Vortak says:
CMO: Not so far.  I am still gathering data, however.

XO_Loren says:
CEO: Thank you for continuing to man FCO.

CMO_OMallory says:
::turns when hears siren::

TO_KTral says:
XO: Could we not attach thruster packs on the ship with shuttle craft to help it maintain orbit?

CEO_Taylor says:
::since the FCO is related to engineering, he is in direct contact with his staff::

CSO_Vortak says:
CMO: It should be coming directly to your station.

Host U`tyme says:
@::Frowns at hearing the pretty kitty can't talk::

U`lona says:
@::hmmmm maybe this other button will stop the siren...:::


XO_Loren says:
TO: Please take OPS.

Host Brenda says:
Action: Siren stops but lights blinking blue and pink come on all over the ship

CMO_OMallory says:
CSO: I really need to have a closer look at these people for better understanding.

CEO_Taylor says:
*EO* Yes ensign, I am on the bridge at the moment, please take command of ME until further notice...

U`lona says:
@AT: Wherre would you like to sssstarrrt? ::wags tail uncomfortably::

EO_MacLeod says:
::waits CEO's answer::

XO_Loren says:
CEO: Opinion as to the TO's suggestion?

CMO_OMallory says:
CSO: Sensors only do so much.

TO_KTral says:
XO: On the way.

Civ_Ian says:
@U’lona: If you will allow us to examine your controls, perhaps we can assist you?

CSO_Vortak says:
CMO: I understand.  Perhaps the XO would give you permission to join the AT.

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::steps forward:: SO/Civ:  Um, if I may say something?

TO_KTral says:
::arrived at OPS::

CNS_Cook says:
<Roddenberry>Civ: I would like to get the engineering teams in place to help with ship systems, do you think you can get permission from them?

EO_MacLeod says:
*CEO* Aye, sir.  Do you need more power for any stations on bridge?

Civ_Ian says:
@CTO: Certainly

TO_KTral says:
XO: Your orders?

CEO_Taylor says:
XO: It's not a bad idea, commander...

Host U`tyme says:
@::Hangs close to Ian, trying to get the cat's attention::

XO_Loren says:
CMO: I would like you to stay aboard.  It seems we are short of doctors.

U`lona says:
@::feels reassured by Tesla... what a great leader the uglies have::

CMO_OMallory says:
CSO: I need the technology of the Gryphon to do my study…We will have to see...

XO_Loren says:
TO: Continue to monitor for transmissions.

CTO_Ultsim says:
@U”lona: I am the Gryphon's Chief Tactical officer. Maybe I can work with your engineers to make sure your weapons systems don't fire off?

U`lona says:
@CIV: Pleasssse come and ssssee forr yourrssself.  ::motions to a console::

CEO_Taylor says:
*EO* Not for now, but thank you for your concern, please make sure that propulsion is at peak efficiency...

Civ_Ian says:
@::Tesla reaches out a hand and scratches U”tyme behind an ear::

CSO_Vortak says:
CMO: SO Roddenberry will surely come back with more complete information for you, Doctor.

EO_MacLeod says:
*CEO* Aye, sir.

TO_KTral says:
::Monitoring transmissions::

Host U`tyme says:
@::Looks at the CNS and wonders what his function is::

CMO_OMallory says:
*Press* Report.

U`lona says:
@CTO: Yessss pleasssse... we don't have much time left.....

CNS_Cook says:
@<Roddenberyy> Civ: Have they given us permission to help them, I don’t want my people touching anything unless they say we can.

Civ_Ian says:
@:;Breaks out tricorder and scans the control panels... attempting to locate controls for the propulsion and power systems::


CMO_OMallory says:
<Press> *CMO* All quiet here so far.  Teams reporting in on time.

CEO_Taylor says:
::taps on the console::

U`lona says:
@Utyme: Sssshow our machinesssss to him ::points at the CTO::

Host Brenda says:
Action: The gravity pull on the Asteroid ship suddenly makes the power cut in half..

CSO_Vortak says:
CMO: Were you able to find anything more out about the Klingon DNA?

EO_MacLeod says:
::looks to Kint:: Kint:  Go check the tractor beam systems.  I'll take a look on impulses.

CMO_OMallory says:
*Press* Thank you.  O'Mallory out.

CTO_Ultsim says:
@U'lona: Umm, OK, perhaps one of you could direct me to your bridge or engineering?

Host U`tyme says:
@Tesla: Ohhh, nice.  ::Eyes on fire::

CMO_OMallory says:
CSO: Not so far...but has been intriguing though.

CEO_Taylor says:
XO: Sir, the asteroid ship seems to be in even more trouble...

EO_MacLeod says:
<Kint>: Aye, sir.  On my way.

XO_Loren says:
CEO: I see.

TO_KTral says:
XO: I am getting a transmission that the power on the Asteroid is cut in half.

Host U`tyme says:
@CNS: SSSo. What can you do for usss?

CNS_Cook says:
@<Roddenberry> U'tyme: I have a team of people here waiting to help you, can we use your ship controls.

XO_Loren says:
COMM CIV: Dr. McMurdo, do you require assistance with your task?

U`lona says:
@:;wags tail:: CTO: Since Utyme is busssy...... I'll ssssshow you engineering.... thissss issss the brridge.

Host U`tyme says:
@::Looks startled as more lighting on the big ship fails::

Civ_Ian says:
@U’lona/U’tyme: I am scanning your controls to determine their functions and operation...  as well as if there is any damage present.

XO_Loren says:
COMM: CIV: TO K'tral suggests using thruster packs.

CMO_OMallory says:
::continues his study::

CEO_Taylor says:
XO: Maybe I could be of more assistance on the asteroid ship...

EO_MacLeod says:
::moves to TL::  Deck 5.

CTO_Ultsim says:
@U'lona:  Thank you.

CSO_Vortak says:
::continues scans on shuttle and large ship to increase the knowledge of this species::

Host Brenda says:
Action: Frantic Felines are everywhere… moving and squealing their frustration

XO_Loren says:
CEO: No, I'd like you to stay here, but feel free to send your assistant.

U`lona says:
@::nods at Ian:: CIV: Pleassse do all you can..... we are the lassst left.....

Host U`tyme says:
@CNS: Can you help me to talk with thissss one? ::Points a claw at Tesla::

CNS_Cook says:
@<Roddenberry> ::directs the engineering teams to go to the ship’s stations to see what they can do::

CEO_Taylor says:
XO: You got it...

Civ_Ian says:
@*XO* I am attempting to analyze their control systems now...  I should be able to determine a conclusive course of action within a few minutes.

U`lona says:
@Utyme: Sssstay herrre and assssist our frrrriends.... I'll take the CTO to our machinessssss

CNS_Cook says:
@U'tyme:  Tesla he really doesn’t say much, actually I have never heard him say anything.

XO_Loren says:
COMM: CIV: Acknowledged.

EO_MacLeod says:
::arrives on deck 5, moves to impulse engines room::

CNS_Cook says:
@U'tyme: What would you like to say to him?

Civ_Ian says:
@:;links the tricorder to Gryphon’s main computer and starts running analyses of the systems::

TO_KTral says:
XO: Gave any thought to my suggestion on using thruster packs?

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::prepares to follow U'lona::

U`lona says:
@::walks swinging her "hips" ahead of the CTO:: CTO: Follow me...

CEO_Taylor says:
*EO* Mr. MacLeod, I want you to get on the asteroid ship and help them as much as you can, I'll be waiting for you in TR2.  XO: Permission to leave the bridge sir?

EO_MacLeod says:
::begins a full diagnostic::

Host Brenda says:
Action: The Asteroid ship shudders for a moment throwing Tesla into U'lona's path

Host U`tyme says:
@::Reaches up to scratch Tesla behind the ear::

CMO_OMallory says:
CSO: Please transfer any new data down to SB.  I am returning there to see if I can do more in-depth study.

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::follows::

CNS_Cook says:
@<SO>::moves over to a control panel and starts her own data scans::

XO_Loren says:
TO: Yes, I asked Dr. McMurdo his opinion of it.  Perhaps he is analyzing it.

Host U`tyme says:
@::Grabs Tesla up and puts him on her shoulder::

EO_MacLeod says:
::hears CEO:: *CEO* Aye, sir.  On my way.

U`lona says:
@::she directs Ultsim through a maze of corridors, several lifts, and they finally arrive at engineering, where Ubo is trying to figure out what to do::


Civ_Ian says:
@*XO* If the CEO/TO can begin emplacing the thruster packs according to the schematic I am sending, they may be of assistance when we attempt to position this ship.

CSO_Vortak says:
CMO:  As you wish.  Transferring now... ::transfers data to SB; puts in request for a continuous feed to the CMO's office::

TO_KTral says:
XO: From what I am getting over the transmissions they don't have much time, the ship is already shuddering.

Host U`tyme says:
@::rubs paw down Tesla's back::

CNS_Cook says:
@U'tyme:  I would like to know more about your ship’s systems, could you tell me how to use them?

EO_MacLeod says:
*Beta Team* Come to impulse engines room, check everything. ::enters TL::

Civ_Ian says:
@::Tesla snuggles on U’tyme's shoulder, purring softly::

CMO_OMallory says:
::gets up from station and heads for TL::  Sickbay  ::TL begins to move::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@Ubo:  Are you the engineer?

Host Brenda says:
<UBO>: U'lona… you have brought them ::points:: into our main area of worrrrrk?

EO_MacLeod says:
::arrives on TR2::

Host U`tyme says:
@CNS: Of coursssse. Come thisss way. ::keeps rubbing Tesla::

U`lona says:
@Ubo: We need theirrr help... orrr we ssshal perissh.... let them help.

CNS_Cook says:
@<SO> COM: Gryphon: Have you gathered anymore information about this ship or its people?

XO_Loren says:
COMM: CIV: Acknowledged.  ::receives data, transmits to  CEO/TO::

Host U`tyme says:
@::Takes Counselor over to her console::

CNS_Cook says:
@::Cook follows U'tyme::

EO_MacLeod says:
::waits for CEO, organizing his tool kit::

CMO_OMallory says:
::exits TL and heads for SB.  Sees MO Press as he enters::

XO_Loren says:
EO: Permission granted.

Civ_Ian says:
@::finishes analysis and breaks out his toolkit::

Host Brenda says:
@<UBO> Keep a watch on them.. I can not… ::frowns and swishes his tail:: Work with them staring at me they are so ::shudders:: human.

CEO_Taylor says:
::arrives in TR2::

Host U`tyme says:
@::Points one claw at the boards:: CNS: Thissss isss my place.

CMO_OMallory says:
Press: I will be in my office doing more research

U`lona says:
@::narrows her eyes at Ubo and hisses dangerously::

EO_MacLeod says:
::nods CEO::

CNS_Cook says:
@U’tyme: What is your position here?

CMO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: Aye sir...

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: Alright Mr. MacLeod, are you ready? ::helps him with his tools::

Host Brenda says:
@<UBO> ::moves out of the way of the others and continues to work::

U`lona says:
@CTO: Ssstarrrt where you mussst.

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::wonders how Ubo knows that they call themselves human::

CNS_Cook says:
@<SO>Civ: What have you got so far?

Civ_Ian says:
@;;pulls cover off of the control panel and begins re-wiring sections of it, pausing now and then to download programming from his tricorder::

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO:  I'm ready.  ::smiles to CEO::

Host U`tyme says:
@CNS: I just try to keep the sssystemssss going, but we have forgotten sssso much.

CTO_Ultsim says:
@Self:  Ok.. ::looks around for a console::

CSO_Vortak says:
COM: Urath: SO: Nothing new so far, ensign.

CEO_Taylor says:
::smiles back:: TR chief: Energize...

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO:  I'll let you know about everything on the Asteroid.

CMO_OMallory says:
Computer: List all Klingon history on record

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: Good.

CNS_Cook says:
@U’tyme: Tell me what you have not forgotten about the systems.

Civ_Ian says:
@SO: The control system is severely degraded...  I am attempting to bypass or reprogram the corrupted sections...

CMO_OMallory says:
Self: Let’s see what we can find...

U`lona says:
@::looks at the CTO, waiting for him to do something...::

Host Brenda says:
<COMPUTER> ::lists it..:::

Host U`tyme says:
@::Dusts off a corner of the console that is thick with dirt::

XO_Loren says:
TO: You are Klingon.  What do you know of Klingon feline hybrids?

CEO_Taylor says:
*XO* Do you want me to assist the installation of the packs sir or do you want me on the bridge?

EO_MacLeod says:
::dematerializes and materializes on Asteroid::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::walks over to an aged console:: U'lona/Ubo:  May I access your tactical system?

U`lona says:
@::nods at Ultsim:: CTO: I sssaid... do what you mussst... ::looks at UBo meaninfully "don't say a word"::

CNS_Cook says:
@<SO>COM: CSO: Have you got anymore data that would be useful to us?

Civ_Ian says:
@:pulls another tricorder form the toolkit and takes it apart, using pieces of it to replace parts of the controls before him::

XO_Loren says:
*CEO* Assist in the installation, engineer.

CMO_OMallory says:
Computer: Give me any encounters with races that may have involved breeding

TO_KTral says:
XO: Very little. I know of no contact with this species. Might have been genetically implanted.

CEO_Taylor says:
*XO* On my way...

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::taps buttons on console::

CSO_Vortak says:
COM: Urath: SO: Didn’t you get my last comm?  No new data, so far.

Host Brenda says:
Action: Control panel flies sparks past McMurdo as he works on it

CMO_OMallory says:
::goes to replicator::  Coffee, 1 cream, 1 sugar.  ::takes coffee and sits again::

U`lona says:
@::perches herself over another console to be able to watch more closely what Ultsim is doing... maybe she'll learn something?::

CNS_Cook says:
@<SO>*CSO* Yes, I just let it slip please call when new data appears.

Civ_Ian says:
@runs a quick diagnostic on the repairs he has done, checking the uplinks to the ship's own systems::

Host U`tyme says:
@CNS: We can keep the air and water fresssh.

CMO_OMallory says:
::looks over list for any clues::

CSO_Vortak says:
XO:  Finally.  I can now see the sensor pods and weapon ports with my scans.


XO_Loren says:
CSO: Anything to report?

EO_MacLeod says:
@::looks around::

TO_KTral says:
XO: Are we sending out a shuttle craft?

CSO_Vortak says:
XO: I am checking, sir.  ::continues tapping console::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@U'lona:  well, we're lucky you're ran out of ammo.  I'm going to cut all power to your weapons::

CNS_Cook says:
@U’tyme: Do you have a data base that I could look at or send back to the Gryphon that would help us better understand your ship?

Civ_Ian says:
@XO: Please have the engineering department beam an additional toolkit, three large PADDs, two tricorders and a portable computer core with extended memory to my location ASAP::

U`lona says:
@::nods:: CTO: I hope you underrrssstand we didn't do that on purrrrpose...

TO_KTral says:
CEO: Still at OPS I have not been relieved of duty.

U`lona says:
@::her left eye bothers her again... licks her paw and resumes her rubbing carefully::

Host U`tyme says:
@::Waits for the CNS to do something::

EO_MacLeod says:
@*CEO* Sir, I'm on ME.  I'll do some diagnostics here and will let you know.

XO_Loren says:
COMM: U’rath CIV: Acknowledged.  ::directs engineering to send the materials::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@U'lona:  Of course   ::'pulls the plug' on the guns::

CEO_Taylor says:
::arrives at ops::

Host U`tyme says:
@::Is quite please the strange cat likes to stay with her::

U`lona says:
@::meows contented... the shuttles are still evacuating her people, but hopefully they will all be saved::


Civ_Ian says:
@::watches as the requested materials and equipment materializes a few minutes later::

CMO_OMallory says:
Computer: Any listing in Klingon history of any contact with these people, no matter how remote?

CSO_Vortak says:
XO:  It appears that this ship is 500 years old, and as the sensors shown before it is carrying a great deal of space debris.

Host Brenda says:
<FCO> :;does his job::

Host U`tyme says:
@CNS: It must be here somewhere. ::shrugs::

TO_KTral says:
XO: Do you want me and the CEO to take a shuttle out to place the thrusters?

Host Brenda says:
<Computer> None listed in the data banks.

CNS_Cook says:
@U’tyme:  Do you mind if I have a look at it?

CEO_Taylor says:
::looks for XO's response::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@U'lona:  OK, I'm going to transfer the energy that was firing the weapons to other parts of the ship.

Civ_Ian says:
@:;goes to the panel that controls propulsion and power and replaces several components, using the PADDs and the additional tricorders as replacements::

XO_Loren says:
CEO: Yes, go ahead.

CMO_OMallory says:
*CSO* O'Mallory to Vortak.

CNS_Cook says:
@<SO> ::goes around to the different people seeing if there is any progress::

Host U`tyme says:
@CNS : Perhapsss one of thessse that we don't ussse anymorrre.

U`lona says:
@::nods:: CTO: And when will you take ussss out of the orrrrbit of the planet? :;concerned::

CSO_Vortak says:
*CMO* Vortak here.


TO_KTral says:
::Heading for shuttle bay::

CEO_Taylor says:
TO: Come on... ::goes with TO to shuttlebay::

CNS_Cook says:
@::Cook scans the console with a tricorder::

CMO_OMallory says:
*CSO* Any way that these people have some library of history you can tap into?

Host U`tyme says:
@Points at darkened buttlons::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@U'lona:  Soon.  We’re all doing our very best.

EO_MacLeod says:
@::moves to the next person, looking to him::

TO_KTral says:
::Arrives at shuttle::

CSO_Vortak says:
*CMO* I can try.  Some of the sensors finally came alive.  Maybe I can get something now.

CEO_Taylor says:
::arrives at shuttlebay::

CEO_Taylor says:
::enters shuttle::

Civ_Ian says:
@:;finishes repairs to this console, sets up the portable computer and begins linking it to the control consoles, setting it up as a master console::

TO_KTral says:
::enters shuttle::

CSO_Vortak says:
::attempts to gain data from their computer on the species::

CMO_OMallory says:
*CSO* Great.  Hopefully some answers. Let me know when you find anything.

CTO_Ultsim says:
@*Civ* I can transfer energy from their tactical systems to other parts of the ship.  Any suggestions?

EO_MacLeod says:
@::starts to do make a diagnostics of the engines::

Host U`tyme says:
@CNS: ::Jumps up:: Oh look, that one lit up.

CSO_Vortak says:
*CMO* I certainly will, Doctor.

Civ_Ian says:
@*XO* What is the status on thruster pack placement?

TO_KTral says:
CEO: Ready to depressurize the shuttle bay?

CNS_Cook says:
@U’tyme:  Let me try this ::Cook hits a few buttons on the Alien ships console while the tricorder monitors the system::

U`lona says:
@CTO: I know... and we aprrreciate yourr helping... ::clueless::

Host U`tyme says:
@CNS: Itsss not done that beforrrre.

XO_Loren says:
COMM: U’rath CIV: We are beginning it.

CEO_Taylor says:
TO: Alright, let's do the startup and then depressurize the shuttlebay...

Civ_Ian says:
*CTO* Stand by... when I give you the word, I will need power transferred to propulsion.

TO_KTral says:
::Commencing startup::

CNS_Cook says:
@::Cook his a few more keys::

XO_Loren says:
@CEO: Communicate with Dr. McMurdo and work with him.

Civ_Ian says:
*XO* Please inform me when placement is complete.. I am just about ready here.

CNS_Cook says:
@U’tyme: How did you learn how to control the ship?

CEO_Taylor says:
*XO* We will be ready to go in one minute, permission to leave, sir?

TO_KTral says:
CEO: Have we informed the Asteroid that we are coming?

XO_Loren says:
FCO: Please be prepared with an escape course if something goes wrong.

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::sets up transfer, but does not initiate:: *Civ*  Standing by.


CNS_Cook says:
@<SO> Civ: Have you got something?

Host U`tyme says:
@CNS: We jussst, did what wasss done beforrre.

U`lona says:
@::looks at the CTO, through slit eyes, very interested::

XO_Loren says:
*CEO* Granted, just keep in communication with Dr. McMurdo.

CEO_Taylor says:
*XO* Aye...

TO_KTral says:
::Depressurizing shuttle bay::

CMO_OMallory says:
::continues to look for answers::

CNS_Cook says:
@U’tyme: And who showed you, did you read it or learn from someone else?

EO_MacLeod says:
@*XO* Sir, there is any other member of our crew here?

Host U`tyme says:
@CNS: When ssssome of the buttonsss ssstopped worrrking, we didn't ussse them. ::Purrrs and rubbs Tesla::

Civ_Ian says:
@*XO* Please have the FCO and OPS standing by to commence tractoring operations... I will coordinate the evolution from my location, if that is OK with you, XO

CEO_Taylor says:
#TO: Contact Dr. McMurdo and tell him our intentions while I pilot the shuttle.

CSO_Vortak says:
*CMO* I am getting their database now, but it will not do us much good, it is still in their language.  The universal translator has too much information to translate correctly.

Host U`tyme says:
@CNS: We learned frrrom the old onessss.

CSO_Vortak says:
::works on translating the data with the UT::

CMO_OMallory says:
*CSO* See what you can translate and then send it to my station in sickbay.

XO_Loren says:
COMM: U’rath EO: Dr. McMurdo, the CNS, engineering team, CTO Ultsim and tac team are on the U’rath.  Why, can't you see them?


Civ_Ian says:
@::Tesla continues to purr back... geee, this is rather comfortable I could get to like this::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@U'lona:  We're going to take the energy from the weapons and put it in your propulsion system, to make it stronger.  I'm waiting for the signal from my friend to start.

CNS_Cook says:
@U’tyme:  Let me see what the others have come up with, *SO* Have any of the other teams come up with anything?

TO_KTral says:
#*Dr. McMurdo* We will be placing thruster packs on the asteroid and that should stabilize it.

CSO_Vortak says:
*CEO* Lt. Taylor, I am having trouble with the universal translator, can you get someone on that for me?  The library data I have downloaded from the U’rath is too voluminous for it to translate.

CNS_Cook says:
@<SO>CNS: I am talking with Ian now, standby.

U`lona says:
@::nods at the ugly, thinking that perhaps they are not so ugly:: CTO: All rrrright.

Host U`tyme says:
@ ::Gets a sad look.:: CNS: When they died we just trrried to rrrrememberrr.

EO_MacLeod says:
@::working on impulses engines::

TO_KTral says:
#CEO: Have we departed?

Civ_Ian says:
@*TO* very well, inform me when you are done… and return to the ship when they are in place.

CNS_Cook says:
@<SO>Civ: What have you come up with?

EO_MacLeod says:
@COMM Gryphon XO: No, sir.  I'll find them.  MacLeod out.

Host U`tyme says:
@::Hopes these ugly ones fix the ship so she can spend some time with this pretty cat::

CEO_Taylor says:
#TO: Yes ensign, we should be there in a few minutes...

CNS_Cook says:
@U’tyme:  You really like Tesla.

U`lona says:
@::wonders what U’tyme is up to and shakes her head... she's probably making sheep's eyes at the cat she thinks is so pretty::

CMO_OMallory says:
Computer: Any listing of U'rath contact in any Klingon text?

Host Brenda says:
Action: Gryphon's computer is sorting information from 500 years of storage from the asteroid ship

TO_KTral says:
#CEO: What do you want me to do?

Civ_Ian says:
@SO: I have managed to restore control function here... and have tied it together through this computer. ::pats the computer::  Once the thrusters are in place we will reposition this ship using a combination of the ship's own engines, the thruster packs and the Gryphon’s tractors and engines.

EO_MacLeod says:
@::pauses the diagnostics and goes after the e-team::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::waits for word from the Civ, and wonders what he's doing::

Host U`tyme says:
@CNS: Of courssse. He is pretty.

Host Brenda says:
<Computer> No Klingon listed in files searched.

CEO_Taylor says:
#TO: Just ready the packs, ensign...

CMO_OMallory says:
Self: Hmmm...a secret I see.

TO_KTral says:
#::Starts work on the thruster packs::

U`lona says:
@CTO: Sssso we just wait now?

Host U`tyme says:
@ ::Points at the buttons that have just lit up:: CNS: What do thossse do?

CSO_Vortak says:
Computer: Take one year, the first year of data and sort that and then translate first.

CNS_Cook says:
@<SO>Civ: good at least we are getting some where, please keep me posted.

U`lona says:
@::rearranges the brightly colored neckerchief, the only piece of clothing she wears::

CSO_Vortak says:
Self:  If we do this in smaller chunks, it should be able to handle it easier.

XO_Loren says:
COMM: U’rath SO: Status of mission?

CTO_Ultsim says:
@U'lona:  Yes.  I'm afraid that’s all we can do.

EO_MacLeod says:
@::on his way to the bridge, not so difficult to find::

CNS_Cook says:
@U’tyme:  Well I am not sure, but we will find out. ::Cook starts to hit more buttons to see what will happen::

TO_KTral says:
::Finished up almost all of the thruster packs:: #CEO: These thruster packs should be more than enough to keep the ship in orbit.

U`lona says:
@::purrs loudly at the CTO::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::never heard a human sized cat purr::

CMO_OMallory says:
::looks through many Klingon documents, hoping for a hint of answers::

XO_Loren says:
CSO: CEO and TO are applying thruster packs and will return shortly.

Host Brenda says:
Action: Power grids start to pop from actions of CNS

TO_KTral says:
#::Finished the thruster packs ready for placement::

EO_MacLeod says:
@::enters the bridge, looks to Dr. McMurdo and the SO, nods to both::

CNS_Cook says:
@U’tyme:  Well, I did something not sure what.

TO_KTral says:
#CEO: I am ready to place the thruster packs on the ship.

Host U`tyme says:
@:: Looks surprised as things start coming on::

CNS_Cook says:
@*SO/Civ* Would you come look at this?

EO_MacLeod says:
@CIV, SO: Hi.  I'm here to put thing online.

CEO_Taylor says:
#COMM: Gryphon: XO: We will arrive at the asteroid in 13 minutes, sir...

Civ_Ian says:
@EO: Ahh, EO MacLeod... please take this console and monitor life support and power on these readouts.

CSO_Vortak says:
COMM: U’rath CIV: Let me know if there is anything I can do to help from here.

Host U`tyme says:
@CNS: Oh, nice, what did you do?

Host Brenda says:
ACTION: All heck breaks out and the crew of the Asteroid ship look for who ever it was that blew out the grids..

CEO_Taylor says:
#TO: Now, all we have to do is to wait...

XO_Loren says:
COMM: SHUTTLE Surak: CEO: Acknowledged.

CNS_Cook says:
@<SO>ComXO: yes sir, just one second I think the CNS has found something.

Civ_Ian says:
*CSO* I will need you to monitor our position and tell me when we are no longer in danger of falling into the planet

EO_MacLeod says:
@CIV: Aye, Dr. What is current status of the ship?

U`lona says:
@::startled... very startled:: CTO: What happened? What issss going on?

U`lona says:
@*U’tyme* Report, what happened?

CTO_Ultsim says:
@U'lona:  I think a power grid just blew out!

CNS_Cook says:
@<SO>::Roddenberry walks over to the CNS and U’tyme::

CEO_Taylor says:
#COMM: Asteroid ship: EO: Report?

CSO_Vortak says:
COMM: U’rath: CIV: Acknowledged.  I will inform you.

U`lona says:
@::busily moving in and out of engineering, trying to soothe down some frightened kitties::

TO_KTral says:
#CEO: Should we raise shields just in case something comes flying off the ship?

EO_MacLeod says:
@::looks to console and starts to reroute some power::

Host Brenda says:
ACTION: Asteroid security team gathers CNS and starts to haul him off for touching and playing with things.. he knows nothing about..

Host U`tyme says:
@*U'lona*  ::Hisses:: The ugly one with me touched some buttons.

U`lona says:
@CTO: But howww??? ::hisses:: You arrre helping usss...

CSO_Vortak says:
::monitors the ship's position, programs computer to beep when they are no longer in danger::

EO_MacLeod says:
@COMM: Shuttle: CEO: Still working, not to report at this time.

Host U`tyme says:
@*U'lona* Ssssome we have neverrr usssed.

Civ_Ian says:
@EO: We are just about ready to try this.. I need you to keep a close eye on power as we attempt to maneuver the ship... reallocate power as necessary.. the CTO will be shifting power from tactical systems to you.

CNS_Cook says:
@<SO>*Civ* Would you take a look at this?

CTO_Ultsim says:
@U'lona:  I'm sure it was an accident

U`lona says:
@::turns eyes to narrow slits:: *U’tyme* But the otherrrsss arrre helping... why would he trrry to damage ussss?

CEO_Taylor says:
#TO: Yes, let's be careful, we wouldn't want to get hurt for nothing. ::thinks about the weird fireworks of the last time::

Civ_Ian says:
@*SO* What?

Host U`tyme says:
@::Hissses at counselor and continues to rub Tesla::

U`lona says:
@::looks down, and shakes her pretty feline head:: CTO: We jussst ask forrr yourrr help...

TO_KTral says:
#CEO: How close are we to the planet’s atmosphere?

EO_MacLeod says:
@CIV: Is tactical offline? ::trying to compensate power loss::

CNS_Cook says:
@::outloud:: Hey wait what did I do? Tesla:  Would you get them off of me?

Civ_Ian says:
@*CTO* Please shift power from tactical to propulsion.

U`lona says:
@:::ah... finally... the order they were waiting for::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::overhears U'lona:: U'lona:  Please try to understand, your systems are unfamiliar to us.  I'm sure he didn't mean to do it.

Host U`tyme says:
@* U'lona* ::Whispers:: I don't think he really knowsss what he isss doing.

CNS_Cook says:
@::Cook gets one of his arms free:: Com: XO:  Loren, their security is taking me, what do I do?

Civ_Ian says:
@:;Tesla looks at the CNS and tries to tell the felinoids the CNS is not trying to hurt them, that he is just unfamiliar with the equipment and too nosey for his own good::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@*Civ*  Consider it done.  ::initiates transfer::

CSO_Vortak says:
::continues monitoring progress of U’rath::

Host Brenda says:
Action: Weapon transfer works for a moment… it is also the link to the rest of the ships power the lights go off, it did not help the CNS meddled and blew out grids the size of Guam. The ship is full of repairs not made properly. Sounds of failing systems go up all over the ship.

CEO_Taylor says:
#TO: Shields up, ensign...

U`lona says:
@::whispers back:: *U’tyme* Then what about the otherrrssss? Can we trrussst they will help inssstead of doom ussss?

Civ_Ian says:
@::s###t::

Host U`tyme says:
@:: Hears an unpleasant sound::

TO_KTral says:
#::Shields up::

EO_MacLeod says:
@::listens and works faster::

XO_Loren says:
COMM: U’rath: CIV: Is there some problem with the Counselor, Dr. McMurdo?

CSO_Vortak says:
XO:  It seems that things are not going well over there.

Civ_Ian says:
@::rerouting what power is left::

U`lona says:
@All: Oh no!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Host Brenda says:
ACTION: Loud speakers squawking abandon ship start to play over the COM system

CNS_Cook says:
@<SO> Com: Gryphon:  Sir, the Counselor has just been taken by their security what do you want me to do?

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::that can't be good::

Civ_Ian says:
@*XO* He just blew out a major portion of the power grid here....

Host U`tyme says:
@:: Eyes narrow as she glares at the counselor::

Host Brenda says:
<Asteroid Security> CNS: We should shoot you now !

U`lona says:
@::yells at the computer sound:: Computer: We are abandoning the ssship we jussst cannot be fassst enough!!! ::frustrated::

EO_MacLeod says:
@ CIV:  The power to life support is too low.  We have to compensate!

TO_KTral says:
#CEO: Shields are starting to heat up due to exposure to the planet’s atmosphere.

XO_Loren says:
COMM: U’rath: CIV: We are hearing abandon ship indications?  What is going on over there?

Host U`tyme says:
@::Hugs Tesla close to her furry chest::

Civ_Ian says:
@*XO* Please lock tractors on this ship and accelerate along this (sends data) vector for 3 minutes at full impulse.

U`lona says:
@CTO: I'll be on the brrrridge... to coorrrdinate ourrr desssstruction... ::downcast, she leaves engineering::

CNS_Cook says:
@Asteroid security: What I was trying to help, U’tyme was showing me the systems.


XO_Loren says:
::locks tractors and accelerates::

TO_KTral says:
#CEO: Are we there yet?

Host U`tyme says:
@::Tail twitches in anger::

Civ_Ian says:
@EO: Compensate as necessary, but leave me at least 50% of the power left to use for propulsion.

XO_Loren says:
COMM: SHUTTLE Surak: CEO: Please get back here as soon as you can.

TO_KTral says:
#::Reinforcing shields::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@U'lona:  OK...  *Civ* What happened?!?!

Civ_Ian says:
@::engages engines and fires the thruster packs to move the ship to a safer orbit::

CEO_Taylor says:
#::they arrive at the asteroid ship:: TO: Begin placing the packs, I'll tell CIV McMurdo...

Host U`tyme says:
@::Sees U'lona arrive on bridge and scurries over to her::

Host Brenda says:
<Security> CNS: Get off our ship now! Before we kill you.. ::tails flash in anger::

CEO_Taylor says:
@COMM: Gryphon: XO: We are beginning the procedure, stand by...

CNS_Cook says:
@<SO>::goes to find Cook::

U`lona says:
@::moves back through the maze of corridors, seeing that at least everyone is being logic about the evacuation... women and kittens first::

TO_KTral says:
#::Places packs according to map::

EO_MacLeod says:
@::compensates and rearranges power to keep balance between life support and impulse engines::

XO_Loren says:
*TR* Please transport Counselor Cook back to the Gryphon.

CNS_Cook says:
@Security: Ok I am leaving.

CEO_Taylor says:
#COMM: Asteroid ship: CIV: Dr. We are beginning the procedure...

CNS_Cook says:
@Com: Gryphon: Please beam me back.

XO_Loren says:
::TR transports Cook back to Gryphon::

TO_KTral says:
#CEO: Can we place the packs on the ship with shields up?

Civ_Ian says:
@*CEO* Very well

U`lona says:
@::yells around that the uglies are doing all they can, but not too sure... she finally arrives to the bridge::

CNS_Cook says:
@<SO>Com: Gryphon: XO: Sir do you have Cook?

CEO_Taylor says:
#TO: Of course not ::smiles:: dropping shields, begin, now...

CNS_Cook says:
::Cook heads towards the Bridge::

CSO_Vortak says:
::continues to monitor progress on the data translation::

XO_Loren says:
COMM: U’rath: SO: Yes, he is back here.

CEO_Taylor says:
@TO: We have to be quick...

TO_KTral says:
#CEO: What about the asteroid?

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::looks over list of failed systems, wondering what to do next::

U`lona says:
@::looks at U’tyme:: U’tyme: Well? I sssuppose I'd betterrr ssstay herrre...

Civ_Ian says:
@Calls up the systems manual for the ship now that he has established control, runs the manual through the computer for translation::

CMO_OMallory says:
::gets up to get another cup of coffee::  Self: This may take some time...

Host U`tyme says:
@U'lona: I will ssstay with you.

CNS_Cook says:
<SO> Comm Gryphon XO: Thank you sir, I will update when new information comes up.

CEO_Taylor says:
#TO: There's no time for questions, just put those damned packs on that ship!

XO_Loren says:
COMM: Urath: SO: Thank you.

Host U`tyme says:
@:: repositions Tesla back on to her broad shoulders::

CNS_Cook says:
::walks onto the Gryphon bridge and takes his seat::

CEO_Taylor says:
#TO: I'll make sure everything goes fine...

TO_KTral says:
#:: Placing packs on the ship according to map::

Civ_Ian says:
@::adjusts the controls slightly, drawing power from several unused systems, the ship begins to move into a safe orbit::

EO_MacLeod says:
@CIV:  Dr. McMurdo, tell me when is the critical moment, I think I can turn off life support for one or two minutes, if you need more power.

Host U`tyme says:
@::Feels their ship shudder and move.  Looks up at U'lona::

CEO_Taylor says:
#::makes adjustments to the packs for a better efficiency once they are installed::

Host Brenda says:
Action: As the ship continues its wailing one of the security guards takes out a pencil and draws the CNS' face on a wall..  Aloud: I shall never forget you.. !

Civ_Ian says:
@EO: Stand by, I will inform you if that is necessary

TO_KTral says:
#::Packs are in place firing thrusters::

CNS_Cook says:
@<SO> Civ: Are we ready to begin?

XO_Loren says:
COMM: U’rath: CIV: Do you require anything?

U`lona says:
@::looks at U’tyme and Tesla:: U’tyme: I sssee you want to ssstay wherrre he issss... ::meows pointing at Tesla::

TO_KTral says:
#CEO: Are the packs doing their job?

CTO_Ultsim says:
@*Civ* I don't think there’s much more I can do down here.  I'm coming back to the bridge.

Civ_Ian says:
@*XO* We should be just about in the correct position, monitor sensors and tell me when we are in place.

U`lona says:
@::narrows eyes at the CNS::

Civ_Ian says:
@CTO: very well

Host U`tyme says:
@U'lona: ::Purrs softly:: Of courssse.

CEO_Taylor says:
@COMM: Gryphon: XO: The packs are in place, Just tell me so and I'll push the button. ::smiles::

XO_Loren says:
COMM: U’rath: CIV: Acknowledged.

Host Brenda says:
Action: Thrusters are in place

EO_MacLeod says:
@::monitors power level::

CEO_Taylor says:
#TO: Stand by...

Host U`tyme says:
@U'lona: But my placcce is with you.

XO_Loren says:
COMM: Shuttle: CEO: Do it.

CEO_Taylor says:
#::activates the thruster packs::

Civ_Ian says:
@:;fires additional thrusters emplaced by the engineering team once they are clear::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::wanders the corridors, following maps on the wall until he reaches the bridge::

CNS_Cook says:
XO:  What happen over there?  One minute, I was being shown the systems by one of them, the next minute I was being hauled off.

XO_Loren says:
COMM: U’rath: CIV: The ship is now safe.

CSO_Vortak says:
::monitors progress of the ship; looking for the time when it is no longer in danger::

Host U`tyme says:
@::Adjusts her bright blue scarf::

Civ_Ian says:
@*XO* Very well, securing engines and thrusters.

XO_Loren says:
CNS: Please take FCO and remain quiet.  I will want a full report from you later.

EO_MacLeod says:
@CIV:  Should I give you more power?

CMO_OMallory says:
::sees Press walk into his office:: <Press> CMO: All ok sir?

CNS_Cook says:
@<SO>ComGryphon CSO: How are things going on your end?

Civ_Ian says:
@EO/CTO: Please restore life support as much as possible, we are now in a safe orbit.

XO_Loren says:
COMM: U’rath: SO: Fine.  Your team is doing well.

CEO_Taylor says:
#COMM: Gryphon: XO: We are on our way back... CSO: Are the thrusters working according to plan?

U`lona says:
@::points out for future transcript diggers that U’tyme is wearing that scarf and not much else... but we got fur which makes for the rating::

CSO_Vortak says:
COMM: U’rath: SO: Good, we are still processing the library data and monitoring your progress over there.

CMO_OMallory says:
Press: Yes...just much to look through, find a 'needle in a haystack'

Host Brenda says:
ACTION: Ship becomes stable

CSO_Vortak says:
XO: The ship has stabilized, sir.

CNS_Cook says:
XO:  Yes Sir, ::Cooks take takes the FCO position with the Fire of anger in his eye, he thinks: I have never been treated::

CMO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: Sir?

XO_Loren says:
COMM: Shuttle: CEO: Working well. Good job, engineer.

U`lona says:
@::sighs and purrs, wags her tail somewhat relieved::

EO_MacLeod says:
@::feels calm:: CIV: Rerouting power for tactical, navigation and impulses to normal levels.

Host U`tyme says:
@::Glances at the consoles::

CEO_Taylor says:
#COMM: Gryphon XO: Need clearance...

Civ_Ian says:
@::turns to the felinoids::  Your ship is now in a stable orbit and should remain that way... I am programming the engines to maintain this station.

CSO_Vortak says:
COMM: U’rath: SO:  It appears so.  Good work to everyone over there.

EO_MacLeod says:
@::smiles to Dr. McMurdo::

Host U`tyme says:
@U'lona: It appearssss the hairlesssss onesss have sssaved the sssship.

CEO_Taylor says:
#TO: Good job, I am proud of your good work...

XO_Loren says:
COMM: Shuttle: CEO: Granted.

CMO_OMallory says:
Press: Never mind...just a phrase.  Have MED teams continue with there duties and stay on alert.

CNS_Cook says:
@<SO> ::Roddenberry counties to monitor::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::looks for other systems to draw power from::

CSO_Vortak says:
COMM: U’rath: CIV:  Dr McMurdo.  All is stable.  Another good job.

U`lona says:
@::nods at Ian:: CIV: Although yourrr frrriend wasss not helpful you werrrre... you sssshould make yourrr frrriend hang out with Tesssla morrre often...

CMO_OMallory says:
<Press> CMO: Aye sir ::exits office::

Host Brenda says:
ACTION: All systems are in need of repair but for now, they are fine

TO_KTral says:
#CEO: All it took was team work.

CEO_Taylor says:
#::the shuttle makes a flawless entry in the shuttlebay which repressurizes::

U`lona says:
@U’tyme: It appearss sssso... I think we will esssstablish ourrssselvess in thissss planet....

CNS_Cook says:
::cook sits and watches the crew work, still angry but is being to calm down::

CEO_Taylor says:
TO: I agree! ::grins::

Host U`tyme says:
@:: Looks about in surprise as some long dormant systems come back to life.::

Civ_Ian says:
@U’lona: I will take that under advisement... he could stand to associate more with knowledge and beauty such as Tesla possesses. ::smiles a bit::

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::assisting the EO::

TO_KTral says:
CEO: I am going to head back to the bridge.

Host U`tyme says:
@:: Points to the far side of the ship:: U'lona: Look there, a waterfall, as in the legends.

XO_Loren says:
COMM: U’rath: CIV: Have the engineering team begin repairs to the ship.

Civ_Ian says:
@U’lona: here (he shows the felinoid) is a complete manual for these systems and a list of what the controls do, in case you need it.

CEO_Taylor says:
TO: We'll go together... ::gets on the bridge::

EO_MacLeod says:
@::looks to CTO, smiles:: CTO:  What a headache, ahn?

TO_KTral says:
::Gets on the bridge::

XO_Loren says:
COMM: U’RATH: SO: I would like to meet the CO of the ship.  Ask her and tell me her response.

Civ_Ian says:
@*XO* Aye Aye XO.


U`lona says:
@::moves towards Tesla and bows her head in respect:: Tesla: Although too lightly colored a furrrrr that you have... you have been ourrr ssssalvation. Pleassse accept ourrr invitation to tourrr ourrr sssship and meet ourrr people.

EO_MacLeod says:
@::rerouting power level::

Civ_Ian says:
@::Tesla decides a tour would be fun::

Host Brenda says:
ACTION: Repairs not made in hundreds of years start to show the Asteroid Crew all the things they thought were legends.. Waterfalls and lakes start to appear as before it was dust and dirt

CNS_Cook says:
@<So>Com: Gryphon:  I will ask her.

CEO_Taylor says:
XO: We're back...

CTO_Ultsim says:
@EO:  Tell me about it.

U`lona says:
@::takes the manual Ian offers:: CIV: We arrrre in yourrr debt. Thank you too.

CNS_Cook says:
@<SO> Civ: Which one is the Captain?

TO_KTral says:
XO: Do you still need me at OPS?

XO_Loren says:
CEO, TO: Good work, gentlemen.

Host U`tyme says:
@::Eyes slit as she stares at the formerly dark caves:: U'lona: and there are lights in our caves!

CEO_Taylor says:
::takes his place at  ENG::

Civ_Ian says:
@U’lona: These officers… ::points to the EO and several other EOs who have just beamed over::  will assist you in making further repairs.

XO_Loren says:
TO: Yes.

U`lona says:
@Tesla: You can invite as many of yourrrr hairrrlesss frrriendsss assss you want forr the tourrr... we'll trreat you to dinnerrr ass well.


CMO_OMallory says:
Self: There has to be something here...in this Klingon history

TO_KTral says:
::Heads towards OPS::

EO_MacLeod says:
@::nods to U’lona::

Civ_Ian says:
@:U’lona: I am pleased to be able to assist you and hope that this marks the beginning of a friendship between our peoples.

U`lona says:
@CIV: Assss long assss yourrr frrriends don't blow morre up, we'll be grrateful

CEO_Taylor says:
COMM: U’rath: EO: Report, Ensign...

TO_KTral says:
::Monitoring transmissions::

Civ_Ian says:
@U’lona: I will caution them to be careful

U`lona says:
@CIV: You arrre frrriendsss alrrrready, but that one… ::points at the picture of Cook on the wall::

Host Brenda says:
<Computer> CMO: Report Complete, inhabitants of Asteroid are part Klika not Klingon. A thought lost civilization until now

CNS_Cook says:
@<SO>Ulona: Our First Officer would like to meet you, you are welcome to join us on our ship or he will come to yours.

Civ_Ian says:
@*XO* You are invited to this vessel for a tour and for a meal in appreciation of our rescue efforts, XO... this might be a chance to make friends of these people.

XO_Loren says:
*CMO* Anything to report?

Host U`tyme says:
@U'lona: He made a mistake, that is all.

EO_MacLeod says:
@COMM: Gryphon: CEO: Sir, everything is fine.  We just had to reroute power several times.  They need some repairs here.

Host Brenda says:
ACTION: Records show a remarkable similarity to Klingons.

CMO_OMallory says:
Computer: An error in the sensors?

XO_Loren says:
COMM: Urath: CIV: Thank you.  Tell them we are coming.

U`lona says:
@CIV: Jussst tell them all to beware which buttonsss they push... we have learrned that the harrrd way.

CEO_Taylor says:
COMM: U’rath: EO: Well done ensign...

Host U`tyme says:
@U'lona: Besides, he did turn on those buttons on my console, perhaps that really did help.

U`lona says:
@U'tyme: I jussst don't want him to rrrepeat the sssame missstake

XO_Loren says:
CSO: Would you care to join me on the U’rath?  And you, too, Mr. Taylor and Mr. K'tral?

U`lona says:
@::purrrrrrss... then nods:: U’tyme: You can invite him too then.

CMO_OMallory says:
*XO* Computer tells me that the DNA is Klika…not Klingon.  I am verifying now.

Host U`tyme says:
@::Purrs in agreement and continues to pet Tesla::

TO_KTral says:
::Follows the XO::

CNS_Cook says:
@<SO>Com: Gryphon: XO: Ian beat me to it, they wish you to come over, I suggest Cook stay, though.

CSO_Vortak says:
::relaxes as things seemed to have calmed down; grabs her Vulcan spice tea, brings it to her lips, realizes it got cold, grimaces and puts it down::

Civ_Ian says:
::returns to the Gryphon after making his farewells::

CSO_Vortak says:
XO:  Certainly.

CTO_Ultsim says:
@::walks over to U'lona::  U'lona:  Looks like you'll all be fine after all.

Host U`tyme says:
@::Turns as Ian leaves, wonders if he will leave Tesla here::

XO_Loren says:
*CMO* Please come to the bridge, Second Officer.  I am going to the U’rath and am leaving you in command.

CEO_Taylor says:
XO: It would be my pleasure, sir, I can't wait to see that ship from the inside! ::enthusiastic::

CMO_OMallory says:
Self: Fascinating the similarities in DNA makeup.

EO_MacLeod says:
@E-teams: Okay, let's start the repairs.  I need alpha team to check life support and gamma team, impulse engines.

CNS_Cook says:
@<SO> Com: Gryphon: XO:  Do you wish me to stay with the repair teams or come back?

Host Brenda says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>    Computer:Meow
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